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additional gaMes for
the youngest childrenLOTTO-TriO

Correct Trios

Graphic Symbol

Didactic and entertaining game.
The Memotrio game fully meets the motto of John Amos Comenius: 
school by play – schola ludus!
The principle of the game allows you to use different game
levels for players of different ages.
The game can be played by the smallest children from 
2-3 years, preschoolers, schoolchildren, teenager and 
adult players. Simple variants of the game are suitable for 
the seniors in advanced age.
Game cards may serve very well as appropriate educational tools.



(variant for the beginners)
The cards are spread on the playing surface.
The players compose the correct trios in front of them. 
They use the graphic symbol to verify the matching cards. 
Each trio has its own identification symbol. 
The players have to give the trio the correct name.
The players have to denominate the individual cards
of each trio.
The players have a task to describe the relation 
among the cards of the individual trios.
The instruction sheet contains the correct solution.

The players have a task to group the trios that 
have something in common (trios of vowels 
and trios of consonants, trios of mammals,  
birds and fish etc.) 

1/   variant for the youngest

          players  MeMotrio Quiz



MeMotrio siMple basic
Before the start of the game, pairs are formed by selecting the third cards out. 
The cards are turned face down, players look for two cards that belong together. 
The graphical symbols serve again for verification.
(Select out always the cards the same denominator/value);

Example:  
animal families: take away the cards representing the males
alphabet: select out the cards representing the living
creatures  
Mammals: remove the card representing the food etc.

– Before the start of the game, select out several trios 
  (3, 6, 9). The cards are turned face down, 
  players look for three cards that belong 
  together. By decreasing the number 
  of trios you lower the difficulty level of 
  the game.
– You can also diminish the number 
  of pairs (mainly in Memotrio 
  PLUS games).
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MeMotrio practic – the Main gaMe
The cards are turned face down, players look for three cards  
that belong together. In the game, use all the cards contained  
in the set.

Master variant
After finding the whole trio, the player must
complete the successful draw by naming 
the trio its correct name!
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MeMotrio strategic

The cards are turned face down, players look for three cards that belong together. 
In the game, use all the cards contained in the set.
A player will get one point for the discovered trio.

Premium points: a player who discovers at least two trios with the same denominator 
(from the same category) gets 1 extra point for each trio:

Mammals 
A player discovers two (three, four) trios of rodent 
(beasts of prey, insectivores)
  
Alphabet 
A player discovers two (three, four) trios of vowels 
(consonants) 
 
Trees 
A player discovers two (three, four) trios 
of foliaceous trees (coniferous trees)

Countries and their symbols 
A player discovers two (three, four) trios 
of countries of Europe (Asia, America).
During the game, the players must 
assign the trios precisely to the 
correct categories.
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Use a poster with template and card triades with pictures matching the template.
Players paste matching cards on the preprinted template.
During the game players try to name every card and specify names of whole triades.

Several game variations:

      The cards are placed on a table face up and players
                paste the cards in any desired order.

                The cards are spread out on a table upside down. 
                Players turn the cards one by one and seek for other 
                needed cards according to triades on the poster. 

                The cards are stacked in a pile (column). 
                Players take away cards singly and they have 
                to paste them on right place in order.

    additional gaMes for
  the youngest children

LOTTO-TriO



Use the same poster as in the previous variants. Fold it to use only the left column, 
which features only the first card from each trio.
Players try to compose the trios trying to find the remaining two cards, to follow 
the first card WITHOUT the aid of the printed images.
 
Several game variations:

     The cards are placed on a table face up and players
     paste the cards in any desired order.

     The cards are spread out on a table upside down.
     Players turn the cards one by one and seek for other
     needed cards according to triads on the poster.

    additional gaMe for
  the youngest children

LOTTO-TriO



Who knows about the farm and who knows...
what animal do a ram and wool belong to?

Who will remember where each picture is and
will finally collect most trios?

ANIMALS

TREES?

at the farm

Can you recognise

What do the leaves  
of an apple-tree or chestnuts look like?

Who will remember where each picture is 
and will finally collect most trios?
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Where does the engine driver work, 
what does the policeman drive?

Who will remember where each picture 
is and will finally collect most trios? 

Can you match the country’s flag,  
map and symbol?

Who will remember where each picture is and 
will finally collect most trios? 

PROFESSIONS?

COUNTRIES

Are you good at

an their symbols
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This game requires good memory! Look 
for animal families! Who will be the first to 
discover the lion, lioness and their cub?

Who will remember where each picture is 
and will finally collect most trios?

Will you find a lynx or its tracks?
Do you know what a badger eats?

Who will remember where each picture
is and will finally collect most trios?

ANIMAL

MAMMALS?

families

Do you know
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Can you find a swallow and its nest?  
Can you recognise a buzzard and its 
silhouette in flight?

Who will remember where each picture is 
and will finally collect most trios?

Do you know where tomatoes grow
and what is produced from it?

Who will remember where each picture is 
and will finally collect most trios?

FRUITS AND
VEGETABLES?

BIRDS?

Do you know

Do you know
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Do you know where gentians grow 
and what blossom do small pasque 
flowers have?

Who will remember where each picture
is and will finally collect most trios?

Do you know where to find birch
boletes, and how can you recognize

the green death cap?

Who will remember where each picture
is and will finally collect most trios?

MUSHROOMS?

FLOWERS?

Do you know

Do you know
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What is the difference between
a tram and a train?
Learn different means of transport!
 
Who will remember where each picture is
and will finally collect most trios?

Do you know how to handle a saw?
 

Who will remember where each picture
is and will finally collect most trios?

BARIBAL

THE MEANS
OF TRANSPORT?

BEAR

Do you know

Little handyman
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Do you know where otter hides and
how kingfisher hunts?
 
Who will remember where each picture
is and will finally collect most trios?

Find the young, his mom and dad!
 

Who will remember where each picture
is and will finally collect most trios?

ANIMALS?

WATER ANIMALS?

Do you know his family

Do you know
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